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Implementation of Computer
Science and Coding
Why...
Learners following the Computer Science curriculum develop their
understanding of the main principles of problem solving and can
apply their understanding to develop computer-based solutions to
problems. This curriculum will enable learners to develop a range
of technical skills, as well as being able to effectively test and
evaluate computing solutions. Learners will grow to appreciate
current and emerging computing technologies, the benefits of
their use and recognise their potential risks.



As WPPS embarks on developing 21st Century skills, preparing the
boys for a world that does not yet exist, we realise that
computational thinking will be a key part of it. This subject will be
an ideal foundation for further study in senior school, and the
skills learnt can also be used in other areas of study and in
everyday life.



What…
WPPS Computer Science learners study the principles and
practices of computing and gain confidence in computational
thinking and programming. The curriculum begins with them
learning about the components of a computer and how it works to
programme by writing computer code, and they develop their
understanding of the main principles of problem solving using
computers.








Developing teachers to specifically lead particular tasks,
methods and activities will ensure the
temptation of technology being used to babysit or replace the
teacher is avoided.
While there is a lot of focus on the use of technology, we
must not forget the real value in getting the boys to be tactile
and have learning experiences that lead to discovery and
exploration.
To stimulate staff discussion and innovation, an active
learning book club has been formed with the view to doing
regular presentations to staff.
Ryan Geddes has done in-house training with students in our
Future Teachers’ Academy regarding co-operative learning.
Sharlene Whitty to meet with HODs to discuss and implement
cooperative learning and SAMR model of technology
integration.
HOD and HOPs to write a newsletter article on innovation
within their department and curriculum.
Advertise EGG moments - teachers will advertise amongst the
staff whenever they are doing something innovative or
STEAM based, so that others may go and watch.
Staff training every second Friday is going well.

WAYNE NAIDOO
Deputy Headmaster

Aims
The aims, not in order of priority, are to develop:
 Understanding of the component parts of computer systems
and how they interrelate, including software, data, hardware,
communications and people
 Understanding that every computer system is made up of
sub-systems, which in turn consist of further sub-systems
 Computational thinking, that is thinking about what can be
computed and how
 Consideration of the data required
 Understanding of the main principles of solving problems by
using computers

General Knowledge

How?
The Apple Curriculum will be used from Grades 1 to 3 and the
American Standards will be used from Grades 4 to 7.
Integration of IT
 Simon Weaver, Wayne Naidoo, Sharlene Whitty, Juliana
Dreyer and Thomas Adams are to meet to debate the merits
of a 1:1 device strategy.
 For an effective integration of IT in Teaching and Learning
(based on the SAMR model) Grade champions have
successfully been developed in Grades from 3 to 7. Wayne
Naidoo, Sharlene Whitty and Thomas Adams are to meet
with the teachers from Grades N to 3 to discuss and strategise around the use of technology and developing Grade
champions in these grades.

Last Friday Herschel hosted the first round of the 2019
Inter-Schools GK Quiz. The questions were both interesting and
challenging. Nineteen schools competed in this competition. The
boys’ challenge is to achieve a high enough score for both rounds,
in order to qualify for the final round in October. We look forward
to Round 2 which will be held in August.
Well done to our team!
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Last week the Park rugby boys hosted Siyabulela Primary. There
was a very good turn out from the Wetpups boys and parents,
which was pleasing to see.
RUGBY
It was another tough weekend for our rugby boys against a really
strong Wynberg outfit. However, despite that, the boys put in a
monumental effort!
Mr Weaver and the rest of the coaches were very pleased with
the amount of heart, courage and physicality shown. Special
mention must be made of the U9Bs for continuing their awesome
start to the season, as well as the 1st XV for an inspirational
Wetpups performance.
All the boys can be really proud of their efforts. We have fixtures
against Rondebosch tomorrow morning.

Grades 3 to 7 Tuckshop Order Term 3

The tuck shop form for Term 3, 2019 is now online. If you would
like to order, please complete the online form and submit it
by SUNDAY, 9 JUNE. The link is: http://bit.ly/tuck32019

HOCKEY
Wow! What a week we had against SACS last week - traditionally
a very strong hockey school, and this year is no exception. The 1st
team led the way with a very hard fought, but thoroughly deserved, draw against opposition that beat them easily last year.
While the remaining U13 and U12 teams went down, the margins
have been vastly reduced since last season, with most games
being decided by a single goal; our hard work is paying off! The
U11 Bs also went down in a tight result, but our U10s flew the
flag high, finishing the day with three wins out of four games.
Well done boys!
Reddam, this week’s opponents, often offer stiff resistance
against the bigger hockey schools as they strive to develop the
game at their school. Our boys stuck to their game plans and
worked hard, and we finished with some really pleasing results.
Well done to all those who played this week!
CROSS COUNTRY
Last Friday saw the boys have a good run out at Fish Hoek. Thank
you to Mrs Rautenbach and Ms Bird who assisted in getting boys
to their different pens.
The following boys ran superbly well:
U10 - Nicholas McLagan (5), Nikolas Lowther (12) and Steven
McIvor (39)
U11 - Nicholas Axten (8), Chris McLagan (10) and Rupert Robinson
(16)
U12 - Jake Fenn (3) and Samuel Hosking (27)
This week’s race is at Heathfield. All details are on the app.
SQUASH
Last Friday, our A and B teams played matches against Sun Valley
and Reddam. Robert Carr, Jonathan Mildenhall and Farhaan Patel, who played his first match for WPPS, played exceptionally
well.
Our B team will play SACS away on Friday. We wish them the best
of luck.

Grade 3D Identifying Verbs in their Afrikaans Lesson

Grade 2 Music Concert

CHESS
Our chess team have played really well this term. They have beaten Bishops and Kirstenhof in the last two weeks. Special mention
must go to Noah Vuiff, who has welcomed every challenge presented to him. Well done, boys!

This concert takes place on Tuesday, 28 May, at 13:15 in the FC
Recital Room. Parents are encouraged to attend. The programme
is available on the school's website/app.
Boys only perform if they have a piece ready, so not all boys will
be taking part. There will be a rehearsal on Monday, 27 May, Boys
must bring their music and instruments on both days.

Thought for the Week
“Essentially there is only love. Whatever it may be.”
Spanish artist Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
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Grade 1B Activities
The boys made collapsible telescopes and pirate treasure maps.

Grade 6 boys working on their Project-Based Learning
Campaign in the refurbished Old Library. A great example of old meets new. We doubt Wetpups boys were
allowed to work in here in the "olden days. "

Alumni News
Award by Emperor of Japan - Professor Emeritus Doug
Butterworth (1959)

Congratulations to Professor Emeritus Doug Butterworth. Doug
has been awarded the Order of the Rising Sun, Gold Rays with
Neck Ribbon by the Emperor of Japan for his contribution to the
sustainable management of the country’s fisheries. Read more in
this link.
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2019-05-21-uctscientist-honoured-for-helping-to-save-japans-bluefin-tuna/
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Gaudy Alumni Dinner
It was wonderful to see the Grade 7 Leavers from 2009 and 1999 last Friday. Each year we invite a specific year group of old
boys and past staff back to Wetpups for a class reunion. It is always heart-warming to meet with them and hear their stories,
and this year was no exception.
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Grade 2 Riding Centre Outing
The boys went on an amazing outing to The Riding Centre in Hout
Bay. Each boy rode on a horse and learnt how to do tricks on a
them. They also had a tour through the stables and learnt how to
care for horses. There was a petting zoo for them to cuddle some
bunnies and guinea pigs too.
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Grades 4 to 7 Art

Sebastian McAdam

Nikolas Lowther

Julian Boeddinghaus
Issa Sonday
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Celebration of Africa Day
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Grade 1 Pirates Day
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